HOST CHARACTER LIST

NAME |
OCCUPATION
OLLY ORCHID
Medical Officer
Optional player

NICKY BRONZE
Communications
Technician
Optional player

CORY CHOCOLATE
Research Scientist
Optional player

NORRIE GRAY
Aerospace
Engineer
Optional player

SHANNON PEACH
Life Support
Engineer
Optional player

VAL INDIGO
Spacecraft
Engineer
Optional player
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There are 6 optional players – all are flexible gender.

BRIEF BIO
After serving fifteen years in the US Army as a medic, Olly Orchid ran
an Emergency Trauma Unit at a hospital for many years. Justice
Brannon recently recruited Olly to be a member of the Mission
Firedrake Crew (MFC). Olly has never been in space before but has
undergone many hours of training in flight simulators. Olly will report to
the Chief Medical Officer, Bing Brown, and work in the med-bay.
Olly tends to make snap judgments about other people but is most
often wrong.
Nicky Bronze first interned at NASA in Houston. Nicky turned the
internship into a full-time position in the communications tower. It
wasn't long before this ladder climber joined missions to manage the
communication networks that enable spaceflight operations and
research. Nicky is part of the Mission Firedrake Crew's engineering
division and reports to Tandy Yellow, the Communications Officer.
Nicky is known for taking credit for other people's work. This can be
quite annoying if you are working closely with Nicky.
Cory Chocolate is a former military and private-lab research scientist.
Cory has over two hundred published journal articles in the field of
biochemistry. Cory made the right connections at a fundraising event
for pet shelters and was offered a spot on the Mission Firedrake Crew
as a civilian scientist. Cory accepted the job and soon took to the
NASA flight simulators and underwent the rigorous physical and mental
exams needed for a space mission.
Cory will report to Sidney Lime, the Chief Science Officer.
Cory takes everything that anyone says personally. Be careful, as this
super-sensitive scientist will burst into tears at any hint of drama.
Norrie Gray has over twenty years of experience with designing and
building spacecraft for NASA. Justice Brannon hired Norrie a few years
ago to join the space exploration team at Brannon Industries. This will
be Norrie’s first adventure in space. Norrie will report to Jo-Jo Scarlet,
the Chief Engineer.
Norrie Gray is known for making intense eye contact with others during
conversation. Norrie explains they are listening to what you are saying.
Shannon Peach recently graduated with a Ph.D. in biochemical
engineering from an Ivy League college, Yarley Technical Institute.
Shannon is an intern at NASA but will become a Mission Firedrake
Crew member, reporting to the Lead Life Support Engineer, Farren
Green.
Shannon is always pointing at everything – even at others during
conversation. This can become a bit peculiar during long chats.
Val Indigo is a known prankster at NASA who doesn’t take much of
anything seriously – besides spacecraft engines. Val is one of the best
spacecraft engineers globally, so everyone puts up with Val’s antics.
Val is a member of the Mission Firedrake Crew and will report to the
Chief Engineer, Jo-Jo Scarlet.
Val tends to giggle at everything – even when nobody can see the
humor in it. Val also will start whistling if things get quiet.

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE
Purple/pink/
fuchsia astronaut
costume (or tshirt).

Brown, Bronze,
Khaki/Gold
astronaut costume
(or t-shirt).

Brown, Tan,
Khaki astronaut
costume (or tshirt).

Gray or silver
astronaut costume
(or t-shirt).

Peach/Orange/
Salmon astronaut
costume (or tshirt).

Purple, dark blue,
or magenta
astronaut costume
(or t-shirt).
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